
February 15, 2016 4-6PM 
Columbia Ice Rink

A Carnival-Like Skating Event With 100% Of Donations To Benefit 

JOHNS  HOPKINS 
CHILDREN'S CENTER 

Event is open to the public! 
Help us reach our Goal of $5000.00! Pre-register or Donate at

www.helpmakemiracles.org/event/OneSkate (or come on event day)

Sponsored by CFSC Junior Board  Sanctioned by US Figure Skating 

5876 Thunder Hill Rd 

Fun Activities Include:
     > 2 Hours Skating with DJ Music ($10 Donation)
     > Face Painting (2 tickets)
     > Photo Booth (3 tickets per photo session)
     > Bake Sale / Hot Cocoa / bottled water (1-3 tickets) 
     > Auction Items (1 ticket)
     > Meet our Sponsored Hero!!!

Additional Donation Opportunities:
    > $50   Donation - Logo Gloves + TICKETS
    > $75   Donation - Logo T-shirt and Gloves + TICKETS
    > $100 Donation - Logo T-shirt and Gloves + a Drink         

+ a Snack + TICKETS
     > $5    Donation - 3 Tickets 



February 15, 2016 4-6PM Columbia Ice Rink

Support our EVENT and 100% of donations goes to Johns Hopkins Children's 
Center to help others like Bradley!

Pre-register or Donate at www.helpmakemiracles.org/event/OneSkate

Sponsored by CFSC Junior Board  Sanctioned by US Figure Skating 

While at a routine well visit when our son Bradley was 11 months old, we were 
made aware that he had a heart murmur and were referred to the Johns Hopkins 
Children’s Center Division of Pediatric Cardiology for investigation. Shortly 
thereafter, Bradley was diagnosed with an atrial septal defect (a hole in wall 
between the heart’s upper chambers) and anomalous pulmonary venous return 
(where the veins that take blood from the lungs to the heart do not attach 
normally to the upper chamber of the heart). Bradley was to be monitored for a 
couple of years and would require surgery when he was around four years old to 
fix this condition. As young parents with a second child on the way, we were 
initially terrified of what was in store. The healthcare professionals in pediatric 
cardiology at Hopkins Children’s spoke with us at length about the diagnosis/
prognosis and what we could anticipate the recovery to be like, thereby relieving 
a lot of our anxiety. The quality of care and level of compassion that was provided

to us by every member of the healthcare team was truly appreciated. Bradley had his surgery in June of 2015, 
and it could not have gone smoother! The surgery lasted approximately six hours and we were anxious for the 
day to be over. Throughout the day, we were kept updated by the team as the surgery progressed. This was 
greatly appreciated, but not surprising to us since the practice is family focused and they know what parents 
need. Once we were reunited with Bradley after surgery, it was very comforting for us to see the excellent care 
that was being provided to Bradley around the clock for the five days that he was in the hospital. The nurses 
made every effort to keep Bradley’s spirits up by bringing him toys, games, stickers, and even ice cream in his 
room. Once he was able to walk, Bradley enjoyed going to the playroom with the nurses. To this day, Bradley asks 
us if we can go to the hospital to play in the play room with Nurse Carol! When people ask Bradley what he wants 
to be when he grows up, he responds that he would like to be a doctor. A few people have asked him what kind 
of doctor he would like to be. Our four year old son’s response to that question is always “a heart doctor.” This is 
no surprise to us after receiving such quality care and compassion at the Helen B. Taussig Congenital Heart Center 
at Johns Hopkins.

Bradley Kramer
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